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f them," they wrote, "feat we have never sewa- are necessary for the existence of brainwashing) and
m that seemed so intelligently designed to found that Straight met only one of those conditions
"for as brief a time as possible."
ibout success In this very difficujt field."
ralght is ah intensive program that involves an
THAT WAS isolating a subject from an accusfamily in rehabilitating teen-age drug abusers. tomed environment and providing constant .surveilates on the philosophy that Just as peer pres- lance;"
>t teens involved in drug abuse, peer pressure
"The adolescent is taken out of his home and
t them off drugs.
'
:•__ school and spends 12 of his hours at Straight and the
ie average client spends about 11 months in the other 12 at a foster home. He Is never alone," they
wrote. "We may deplore this practice, but if we are to
J ^ - ^ T Z T " ' \7
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THE early stages, lasting several weeks/'new- be entirely practical, we must recognize that this is
" teens stay in foster homes at night During the only way to establish a drug-free environment,
y, at Straight, they are led around by their belt and such an environment is (necessary) for recovery
>y "Qldcomer" teens as a Sign that meir ability ;Juam drag depandonce in virtually every case.".
On other points, the Malcolms said brainwashing
eg Judgment has been impaired by drug usft.-v_^_
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"Its stated goal is not any perpetual attachment
to Straight, but a gradual return to full and pi
live membership in general society," they
addition, Its non-profit status removes any __ _
__
for persona) gain that is commonplace among other
cult leaders wbxTasfe members to turn over all
personal belongings: ._
Teens In the Straight program are
adopt new styles of thought and thought patterns,
but Instead are asked to revive the patterns of behavr
lor they exhibited before they turned to drugs, the researchers said.
*
They also pointed out that newcomers have th*
option of leaving the program after the first 14 daysan outlet that answers critic iam oTcIiento,beingheld'
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practice of leading newcomers by their belt loops years to come."
any of those techniques, to outsiders,
The Malcolms recommended that
cruel, and the directors of Straight asked the "held within it the seed of much abuse and Straight
tinue a self-examination to ensure the
1ms to Judge the program and answer'those would be well advised to watch it carefully." »
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